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Design and Analysis of Wideband Low Noise Amplifier for Multiple Wireless
Applications
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Abstract— Effective communication requires an ideal lossless transmitter–receiver. Low Noise Amplifier being the front end of any
receiver requires to be highly efficient.With the development in technology the need of multiband receiver capable of supporting
multiple standard applications has emerged. This requires integrating of various band of frequency for a single device. Therefore
researchers are working over developing wideband receiver with wideband Low Noise Amplifier (LNA). LNA being the chief
component of radio receiver has to have highest gain with low noise figure so that the signal retrieved at later stages are lossless. LNA
design is a crucial task as it requires proper management of trade-off between all it’s parameters including gain, noise figure, stability,
and power consumption .The CMOS LNA is designed and simulated using Advanced Design System (ADS).
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INTRODUCTION
With the advancements in the world, technology is advancing simultaneously. Along with technology communication and especially
wireless communication has observed tremendous positive changes. Over past decade wireless communication has evidenced
introduction of various communication standards.But each communication standard and its respective applications and advantages is
limited to the frequency band it operates at. To overcome this limitation there is a need of analog circuits which would convert radio
signals to required lower frequencies, appropriate for digital processing. It’s the radio receiver’s front end that performs this chief
function. Each communication standard has it’s limitation in terms of it’s band of frequency and thereby it’s respective applications.
But with fastly advancing technology, demand for compact devices that would support multiple applications has also been observed.
For fulfilling this demand, requires multiple transreceiver but this would increase the cost and complexity of device and would also
require large chip size. Therefore the researchers has now targeting to developa mobile terminal that individually support multiple
communication standards and it’s applications.
Low noise amplifier (LNA) that is basically the first section of any radio receiver, determines the overall efficiency of receiver. The
LNA determines the performance of device in terms of it’s linearity, sensitivity and power consumption. LNA practically is a
electronic amplifier that amplifies the weak signals and reduce noise and other distortions present in the signal it process. The main
requirement of LNA is high gain and low noise figure. The LNA design requires consideration of it’s prime parameters that include;
gain, power consumption, noise figure, stability and linearity. But Low noise amplifier (LNA) designing includes managing proper
trade-off between it’s mentioned parameters as further the noise figure of LNA solely determines the overall noise figure of the
system.
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Fig 1. RF Receiver with Low Noise Amplifier

WIDEBAND CONCEPT
Low noise amplifier (LNA) is the prime component of radio receiver circuit as it plays a vital role in defining the efficiency of
receiver. Wideband Low noise amplifier (LNA) is basically the one with closed-to or exactly same operating characteristics over
wide passband. Wideband LNA with highest possible gain and minimum noise figure, increases the efficiency of radio receiver and
reduces the noise figure of subsequent receiver stages over a complete wide range of frequency. Therefore while designing LNA for
wide range of frequency it isnecessary to boost the gain thereby keeping the noise effect as low as possible so that the signal can be
retrieved effectively at the later stages.

LNA DESIGN PROCEDURE
LNA design being a crucial process requires a proper flow of process to be followed. Once the design technology is decided, the next
part is to select a proper transistor. As transistor forms the core of LNA circuit, it is therefore necessary to select appropriate transistor
with ideal characteristics. DC bias then is the 1st stage of LNA design. The DC bias should be selected such that it gives stable thermal
performance, as the device should be unconditionally stable for complete range of frequency. The next step is input return loss and
noise matching. Where Input return loss determines the measures of how well the system is matched well to 50Ω impedance. Last step
in LNA design is output matching of the transistor. For matching and current stabilization anadditional resistor is connected in either
parallel or series. In the entire design process, matching plays an important role to maximize gain of the device.Even though Noise
Figure, Gain, Stability, input and output match and Linearity are all important, but all these parameters are interdependent due to
which it does not always work in favour of each other. This requires carefully managing trade-off between all these equally important
parameters.

Fig 2. Design Procedure of LNA
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LOW NOISE AMPLIFIER CIRCUIT
Low Noise Amplifier (LNA) is a prime component of every radio receiver circuitry. As the received signal is 1 st processed through the
low noise amplifier and then fed to the further stages. The performance efficiency of LNA has a huge part in defining the overall
efficiency of system receiver. The LNA therefore is expected to process the signal with high gain while keeping the effect of noise and
other distortions as least as possible. The design of LNA is a crucial task as it requires managing trade-off between it’s parameters
like gain, stability, noise figure, power consumption, while all these parameters are interdependent over each other. With the voltage
supply of 1.3V, the low noise amplifier schematic below is simulated over TSMC RF CMOS 0.13μm technology.
The Low Noise Amplifier is designed over 0.13µm CMOS (Complementary Metal-oxide Semiconductor) technology. The schematic
shown uses lumped dc components (R, L, C) with different value at both the input and output. The signal from RF source mostly an
antenna is input to the resistive feedback network. Further the active bias provides a constant bias voltage to the transistor in cascode
stage for it’s proper continuous operation. The circuit uses common source topology as it requires lower bandwidth of operation. The
cascode stage following the resistive feedback has many advantages as compared to other topologies. The Low Noise Amplifier is
designed and simulated in Agilent’s Advanced Design System software as it provides an easy to use integrated environment for circuit
design at RF frequency.

Fig 3. LNA Circuit

A.
Resistive Feedback
The resistive feedback amplifier topology gives the advantage of design simplicity. Also it requires small die area and helps achieving
low noise figure compared to the other amplifier topologies. Current reuse is implemented along with resistive feedback. This reduces
the requirement of current and thereby helps reduces power consumption of the circuit.

Fig 4. Resistive Feedback Stage

B.
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The Active Bias network is designed to provide a constant bias voltage to the transistor in cascode stage. The Active bias has
beneficial advantage over a dc bias. Unlike dc bias active bias is least affected by environmental and processing changes therefore
assures and provides a constant bias voltage to transistor despite of the change is environment it is being operated at.
C.
Cascode Stage
Cascode amplifier stage is formed by the combination two vertically stacked transistor pair. The transistors may use any of the
common-source or common-gate topology. Cascode stage provides high gain and also helps achieving better stability. It also has an
advantage of good input-output isolation that helps reducing losses.
D.
Matching Network
Matching (Impedance matching) is essential part of any RF circuit design. Matching is required to transfer maximum power from
source to load without any loss in power. For maximum power transfer each device in system should be well matched to it’s load. A
simple matching network can also be implemented using two element LC network. But depending on the type of application there are
various ways of implementing matching network.

SIMULATION RESULT
The circuit is simulated in Advanced Design System(ADS). For microwave, RF, and high-speed digital applications, Advanced
Design System is a popular electronic design automation software with a powerful and easy to use interface.With 1.3V of voltage
supply, S-Parameters (Scattering parameter), noise figure, harmonicsand stability of the circuit for frequency range of 0.5GHz to
6GHz have been simulated.

Figure 5: Gain (S₂₁)

Figure 6: Input reflection coefficient (S₁₁)

Figure 7: Output reflection coefficients (S₂₂)
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Figure 8: Noise Figure of LNA
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Figure 9: Stability

The circuit is stable over the complete range of frequency. S21 (forward gain) is in the range of 23.6-22.8 db over the frequency range
of 0.5-6 GHz. S11(input reflection coefficient) is in the range of -14.6 - -6.8 db, S22 (output reflection coefficient) is in the range of 9.8 - -9.2and the noise figure is in the range of 1.89 - 2.05 db over the same frequency range of 0.5-6 GHz.
TABLE 1
COMPARISON OF SIMULATION RESULTS

Paper

Frequency

Gain

S11

S22

(dB)

Noise
Figure
(dB)

(GHz)

(dB)

(dB)

Ref 10

3.1-10.6

12.25

<3.8

<-10

<-8.2

Ref 11

0.8-2.5

15.1

1.63

<-10

<-5.0

Ref 12

1

19.5

3.81

<-5.0

NA

This
Work

0.5-6

23.622.8

1.89 2.05

-14.6
- 6.8

-9.8
-9.2

CONCLUSION
The paper presents detail procedure and design of a wideband Low Noise Amplifier (LNA). The Low Noise Amplifier Circuit is
designed in 0.13µm CMOS Technology. The designed circuit is simulated in Agilent ADS software. The simulation results of the
circuit has low noise figure with considerably high gain over the entire wideband of frequency. Also designed wideband LNA is stable
for entire range. The designed Low Noise Amplifier is suitable for a wideband radio receiver circuit.
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